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the closed-loop system reaches the equilibrium position 8, = 6; = 0 i =
1, 2. However. unlike [4]. steady-state errors are not observed. Indeed, it
can be shown that the origin is the unique equilibrium point of the closedloop system. In Fig. 3. we plot the state trajectories after the decentralized
control has been connected ( t = 40 s).

VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this note, we proposed a new robustness condition for optimal
regulators of nonlinear dynamic systems. We considered additive
perturbations (state depending) on the control variables.
The stability condition does not depend on the solution of the optimal
control problem under consideration. On the contrary. it depends only on
the performance index and consequently can be used by the designer in
order to simplify considerably the feedback gains determination. In this
sense, functions $(x) can be interpreted as coupling terms which can be
neglected during the optimization process (Theorem 3).
In [3], many stability conditions were established for more general
systems. However, we can say that for the class of nonlinear system
considered here, the provided stability condition promotes important
improvements as shown by a simple example (Section 111).
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On Nonlinear Observers
A. J. VAN DER SCHAFT
Absnucr-In thisnote we make some remarks about the general
observer problem for nonlinear systems. We show how the existence of a
partial observer without stability requirements is locally equivalent to the
existence of a conditioned invariantdistribution. We arguethat by
considering not only identity observers we can put the stability issue in a
broader perspective.

INTRODUCTION
Consider a smooth (i.e., C” or C k )vector field A on a smooth ndimensional manifold M , in local coordinates x = ( x I , . . ., x,) for M
given by

A Luenberger observer [8]. or shortly observer, for the system (1) is

another dynamical system

evolving on a certain smooth k-dimensional manifold W , driven by the
outputs y of system (I).
which yields an estimate
.t=F(us, y )

(2b)

of the state x of the system (1) (where F is a smooth mapping). Such an
observer has to satis6 the following two basic requirements.
Condition A: If for a certain to, i(f,)= X([,), then 2(r) = x(t) for all t
2 to.

Condition E: 2(r) should converge to x(t) for r
m sufficiently fast,
irrespective of the initial conditions *to) and M:(r,).
For the linear case .x?= Ax, y = CX,x E A n , y E Ti p , this has been
completely solved 181 resulting, for instance, in the identity observer (the
estimate 2 equals the state of the observer)
-+

ti*=(A - GC)W+G,v,

P = W, WE:In

X=Ax+y(y),

y=cx

y,=C,(x),

j=1,

..., p .

(1b)
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(4)

(cf. [l], [6], [7]). An obvious (identity) observer for (4)is
ri~=(A-GC)w+Gy+l(y),

i

=

~

(5)

where G is chosen such that A - GC is asymptotically stable.
In this note we wish to make some remarks about the general case,
where a transformation to (4)is not possible. We will mainly concentrate
on Condition A. Instead of focusing on identity observers that automatically satisfy Condition A we will deal with general observers and general
purriui observers satisfying Condition A. (A partial observer yields an
estimate of a purr of the state.) We will show how the existence of a
partial observer (without stability requirement B) is locally equivalent to
the existence of a so-called conditioned invuriunt distribution. This
generalizes some more or less well-known results in the linear case (see,
for instance. [lo]. [12]). Finally, we discuss the (hard) stabilitp problem
related to Condition B.
(PARTIAL) OBSERVERS AND CONDITIONED INV4RIAh’CE

Recall the definition of a dynamical system with (everything is smooth)
state-space manifold N a n d input manifold U. It is given by a mapping
N x U 5 Th’

(6)

such that the diagram
h ; x U z TN

I(*
(7)
N
commutes (?iNprojection on first factor, T usual projection from TN to
A?. we
If
write N X U
TN we will throughout assume the
commutativity of (7). Furthermore, we use the abuse of notation F(n, u )
= (n,F(n, u)) with n E Nand F(n, u ) E T a r .In the same way we will
denote a vector field A on a manifold M also as a section A: M + TM
assuming that ?r 0 A = identity, with r:TM
:
I
4the usual projection.
Defnirion 1: Let (1) be a nonlinear system with state-space manifold
M . A nonlinear system with smooth k-dimensional state-space manifold
r,\

together with a smooth output mapping C M -, Y, where Y is a smooth
pdimensional output manifold, in local coordinates x for A4 and y = (y,,
. . .,yp) for Y given by

(3)

where the matrix G is such that A - GC is asymptotically stable. (Such a
G always exists if (C, A ) is observable, or at least detectable.) In the
nonlinear case the construction of an observer is much more delicate.
There has been various attempts to construct identity-like observers (for
instance [5]. [ I I]). Recently. there has been considerable interest in
finding conditions in orderto transform a nonlinear system (1) by
coordinate transformations on ll.I and Y to the form (with A and C
matrices)

(la)

*=A(x)

(2a)

3=K(w, y )

0018-9286/85/1200-1254S01.00
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Wand input manifold Y , defined by a smooth map K W x Y TW, is a
partial observer for (1) if there exists a smooth mapping @:M W such
that the following diagram
-+

-+

Proposition 3: Let K W X Y
T W be a partial observer for (I),
with 6:M
W of constant rank. Then the distribution Ker
on M is
conditioned invariant. Conversely, suppose D is an involutive conditioned
invariant distribution of constant dimension. Then M can be locally
factored out by the leaves of the foliation induced by D to a manifold W ,
i.e., there exists iocally a mapping @:A4 Wof constant dimension such
that Ker 9. = D. Assume furthermore that the codistribution P + dC,
with Ker P = D , has constant dimension. Then there exists locally a
TW such that (8) commutes, i.e.,a partial
mapping K: W X Y
observer.
Proof: Let K W x Y
TWbe a partial observer. Write @ = (dl,
. . &) in local coordinates w for W. Then by (9)

@.

+

-+

+

commutes. (@* is the usual tangent bundle mapping, in local coordinates
given by (x, x)
(@(x),both cases with d6(x)/dxthe Jacobian.) If the
W X Y is a diffeomorphism from M to W x
mapping (4, C):M
Image C, then it is a (full) observer.
Remark: This definition can be easily generalized from systems (1) to
systems with inputs x = / ( x , u), j , = h(x, u).
In local coordinates x for M and w = (w1,. * ., wk) for W a partid
observer is given by 3 = K ( w , y ) , and the commutativity of (8) means
that
-+

-+

-+

+

a ,

L , ( @ , ) ( x ) = iY A j ( x ) = K , ( q 5 ( x ) ,C ( x ) ) ,

i=l,

..., k

(15)

j= I

and hence LA(d@J= d(LA&) = dF,,(d(x),C(x)) C d4 + dC, with
the codistribution d@ defined by dQ(x) = span, {dpl(x), . .
&,(x)}( =@*(r* W)).Therefore, LA@@)
C d@ + dC, and so Ker
d@= Ker
is conditioned invariant.
Conversely assume D to be conditioned invariant. Since D is involutive
and of constant dimension there exist locally k independent functions bl,
. ., bk such that D = Ker d@:= Ker span, {&,, . . ., d&} with @ =
(&, . . .,
=-+ W := ?P.Because D is conditioned invariant
e ,

@.

i = l , ..‘ , k.

d(LAd,)=LA(d&)
C dd+dC

(16)

Since d$~+ dC is of constant dimension (and involutive) there exist by
Frobenius’ theorem local coordinates x = (x1. . . -,xn) for M such that
d@ + dC = span { dXi, . . ., dw,)(r 5 n). Now write

LA@i(X)=$(XI,

.e.,

withy(t) = C(x(t)).On the other hand the solution w(t) of the observer
for an arbitrary initial condition w(t,) = w, and the same function y ( t ) ,
satisfies

XJ

i=l,

.e’,

k.

(17)

dxi

By ( 16)
is contained in span { dxl , . . . ,dw,) . This implies that E, only
depends on x ] , . ., x,. Hence there exists locally functions K,, i = 1,
. . . , k, such that

LAO, =K,(@(x),C W )
Hence, if w, = @(x,), then w(t) = @(x(t))= W ( t ) , for all 1 2 to and so
Condition A is satisfied.
If (9, C):M W X Image C is a diffeomorphism, then we denote
inverse mapping by F(w, y ) , and we have obtained an observer (2)
satisfying Condition A. If (@,C):M ? W X Image C is not a
diffeomorphism, we have obtained a partial observer, giving an estimate
of apart of the state.In fact, locally this part is given by Mmodulo kernel
(6,C). This willnow be made clear using the notion of conditioned
invariance or “ ( h , f)-invariance” [4].
Remark: In case (1) is a linenr system 1 = Ax, y = Cx, x E W n , @ is
a linear mapping 6 ( x ) = Tx, and (2) is a linear observer i = Kw + Ly,
the condition of commutativity (9) reeducesto TA = KT
LC. This is
exactly the condition for a linear observer as stated in [8].Furthermore, in
this case (6, C ) is a diffeomorphism from M to W X Image C if and only
if the matrix [ T C ] has rank n, which following [8]is the condition for
a reduced order linear observer.
Define for a mapping C M
Y the codistribution dC by
-+

+

(1 8)

and sb by (15) K = ( K l , . . * , K&Wk X Y R k is a partial observer.17
Motivated by the above proposition one could give an alternative and
more intrinsic aefiqition of conditioned invariance, which is IOCally
equivalent to the usual Definition 2, in terms of partial observers. n n the
linear case this is explicitly done in [I21 .) Notice that the relation between
conditioned invariance (Definition 2) and a partial observer (Definition 1 )
is similar to the relation between controlled invariance and a quotient
system as treated in [9].
Finally, we note that if D fl
Ker dC = 0, then D is automatically
conditioned invariant. Let D = Ker d d , with 6:M $Ik and Kzk x Y
R
! the corresponding (locally defined) partial observer, then it follows
from ker d6 n Ker dC = o that the rank of the map (6,C):M Etk x
Y is moreover equal to dim M and hence by the implicit function theorem
the full state x E M can be locally recovered from the state w of the
observer and the output map y . In the linear case this results in the reduced
order observer as proposed by Luenberger [SI.
-+

-

-+

-+

-+

..., dCp(x))(=C*(T*Y)(x)).

dC(x)=span,
{dC,(x),

(12)

Definition 2: Let (1) be a nonlinear system on M. Let D be an
involutive distribution on M. Then D is conditioned invariant if
[A, D

n

ker dC] C D

(13)

or equivalently [4]
LAP C P+dC

CONVERGENCE
As we remarked in the Introduction one of the basic requirements for an
observer or partial observer is Condition B: The estimate f of the state of
the system, or in the caseof a partial observer theestimate of a part of the
state, should converge to the real value of (a part of) the state-vector. In
terms of Definition 1 this means that the solution w(t) of (1 1) should
converge to the solution Q(t) of (IO) for any initial data w(r,) = w, and
Nf,) = d(x,). Or said otherwise, the dynamical system with inputs

(14)

where P is a codistribution such that Ker P (all vector fields X o n M such
that O ( X ) = 0 for all one-forms in P ) equals D . (LAP means the
codistribution containing all Liederivatives along A of all one-forms in
p.1

d
- w ( O = K ( w ( O ,Y ( 0 )
dt

(19)

should have a unique steady-state solution for ‘’any” function y ( t ) .
In general it is very hard to give conditions on K in order that (19) has
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this property (see, e.g., [3]). For instance, if (19) is reachable from the
origin and the operator from y ( - ) to w(.) defined by (19) has fading
memory [2], then (19) has this unique steady-state propem [ 2 ] . Only in
case (19) has the almost linear form
d

- w ( r ) =Kw(r)+ L(y(t)),
dr

W E TiA

(20)

with K a constant matrix and L a smooth mapping. it is easy to give
conditions: (20) has the unique steady-state property if and only if K is an
asymptotically stable matrix. Of course this brings us back to the
aforementioned research of finding conditions on A and C in (1) in order
to transform (1) into (4). We notice however that this line of research may
be considerably broadened by using Definition 1. Indeed in the
terminology of Definition 1 the current research only deals with finding a
(local) diffeomorphism Q (a transformation on the state space M) and
coordinates on the output manifold Y in order that there exists an identity
observer of the form (20). with K asymptotically stable, namely ( 5 ) . It
may be worthwhile to look for conditioned invariant distributions D for
(1) such that at least the resulting partial observer (Proposition 3) can be
made linear in w. Especially if D satisfies D fl Ker dC = 0 we mayin
this way obtain stable reduced order observers.

VOL. AC-30, NO. 12, DECEMBER 1985

"Previous work, that is relevant to ours, is due to Habets [2], Grujik
131. and Chow [4]. Habets and Grujid employed composite Lyapunov
methods (cf. [6]-[8]) to derive asymptotic stability conditions. They were
concerned with establishing the existence of a composite Lyapunov
function but did not use that Lyapunov function to investigate the stability
properties of the system, like estimating the domain of attraction."
However, in the paper [l] there were defined stability-. attraction-, and
asymptotic stability-domain of an invariant set (that can be a singleton
containing only an equilibrium state) for a nonlinear singularly perturbed
system. In the framework of large-scale singularly perturbed systems
there was also established, by using the composite Lyapunov function, a
criterion for the asymptotic stability domain estimation. hence for the
attraction domain estimation. The paper did not present any example or
application. New more effective results can be obtained at least for special
classes of nonlinearities, which was well shown in the paper' and
effectively illustrated by its Example 2.
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In [l] the modal controllability and observability tests for matrixsecond-order systems
3nq+Dq+Xq=@u, y=@q+@q

3n'=-nt>O

In the Introduction of their interesting paper' presenting an effective
new approach, Saberi and Khalil stated the following.
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X=X'>O

II

q E R"

(1)

E R""

are reduced to their simplest form without relying on the standard statespace techniques. The state-space techniques are inefficient because they
do not take advantage of the special matrix properties of the system (1).
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